
Welcome

• Stay on mute while listening.

• Interrupt me anytime you have a question or write your question in 
the chat box and Lewe will facilitate.

• If you want to be on our newsletter mailing list:
• Email: briankeogh@me.com or lewis@hainescentreaustralia.com.au

• or jot your email down in the chat box 

• We will be starting shortly.

mailto:briankeogh@me.com
mailto:lewis@hainescentreaustralia.com.au


COVID-19 and Systems Thinking 
Concepts: Reflex Arcs



Systems Thinking:  
Understanding and Evaluating Relationships



Mark Friedman says (p146) in 
his book “Trying harder is NOT 
good enough” that: 

“Systems thinkers see social 
structures and government 
bureaucracies as fractal
entities with similar structures 
at progressively larger and 
smaller levels of 
magnification”



Organisations as systems are perfectly designed 
to get the result they currently get - E. Demming

To sustain the high-impact research 
culture all need to see value in a 
shared vision; the “what” (strategic 
consistency), and have agreed 
boundaries for the “how” 
(operational flexibility)

Some example structures and 
processes that work, include:

• Roles (SOPs)
• Distributed authority (reflex arcs)
• Rapid iterations (Feedback loops) 
• Transparent rules (clear escalation 

path)

See link here for more information - Systems thinking and sustaining a high-impact research culture

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/systems-thinking-sustaining-high-impact-research-culture-atkinson/


COVID-19 Evaluation

• Do emergency management 
staff, who need to be analytical, 
apply system thinking skills?



Can she/he understand when to use a more 
efficient pathway?



How do we evaluate whether a reflex arc is 
needed or in place? 

• Called the Standard of Acceptability
• In EM its called a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 





A Distribution Problem Occurs
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Where is the reflex arc?

• The actual IT solution isn’t a reflex arc.  It was a span of control issue 
dealt with by distributing responsibility.

• The reflex arc is in the process by which the decision to distribute 
responsibility was implemented.



7-10 days 3 hours



The research passport: real world reflex arc

Goal is to streamline 
the approval process 
for clinical 
researchers:
•saving them time 
and 
• legal costs



Reflections
• When you see a departure from a 

SOP it isn’t necessarily a problem!

• Could be an organically derived 
reflex arc that was never formally 
documented in the written SOPs.

• This is why you need to develop 
SOPs with people responsible for 
implementation and not rely on 
their supervisors.

• Reflex arcs give you insight into the 
type of leadership.  
• When in charge, take charge 

• Micromanager



Real time evaluation
• Time to rethink how we provide 

recommendations.
• Anyone can write and evaluation report that 

gets archived.
• COVID-19: Don’t have time to wait for an 

evaluation report. People are dying.
• A two line email or a short text to a decision-

maker when it matters is far more impactful.
• Feedback loop system principle:  timely 

feedback!
• Need to trust your skills and have the guts to 

make a recommendation when it matters.
• Go with the best possible information to make 

a decision.
• May need to hack a solution quickly.



Demo “Hack the system” session using MURAL 
10am – 12 midday on 28 September 2020

Link to pre-work paper: Lessons learned in evaluating the infrastructure of a Centre for Translational 
Research https://hainescentreaustralia.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Renger-et-al-2020-
DACCOTA-evaluation-in-EJA.pdf

https://hainescentreaustralia.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Renger-et-al-2020-DACCOTA-evaluation-in-EJA.pdf




Systems thinking is 
predictive – you don’t 
need to have all of the 
pieces in pace to predict 
the pattern of behaviour 
emerging 

The three steps to defining a system 
are grounded in the AEA systems 
thinking principles (AEA, 2018) and 
are purposively sequenced to 
continually drill down to define 
system details: akin to building a 
puzzle by beginning with the border 
(boundaries) and then filling in the 
remaining puzzle pieces. (DACCOTA 
p9)



Recognizing the importance of goal clarity

NIH (2017) guidance and defined the goal 
specifically as:

to provide added value to the biomedical 
research efforts in the participating institutions 
through support of activities that cannot easily 
be provided through standard research grant 
awards. The proposed activities will provide the 
infrastructure and resources that will enhance 
the competitiveness of the investigators to 
obtain additional funding for clinical and 
translational research. Applicants must establish 
a statewide network of collaborating and 
partnering institutions/organizations. Other 
institutions/organizations outside the state may 
be included if forming a network of wider reach.

Purpose statement for HACK:

How might we modify the 
DaCCoTA infrastructure to 
improve its efficiency and 
effectiveness in:
• producing independent 

investigators and 
• moving cancer projects along 

the translational continuum?



Thank you

• Ralph Renger, PhD

• Website: justevaluation.com

• Email: ralph@justevaluation.com


